We discuss a new minimum density objective for spanning and Steiner tree constructions. This formulation is motivated by the minimum-area layout objective, which is best achieved through balancing the usage of horizontal and vertical routing resources. We present two e cient heuristics for constructing low-density spanning trees and prove that their outputs are on average within small constants of optimal with respect to both tree cost and density. Our proof techniques suggest a non-uniform lower bound schema which can a ord tighter estimates of solution quality for a given problem instance. Furthermore, the minimum density objective can be transparently combined with a number of previous interconnection objectives (e.g., minimizing tree radius or skew) without a ecting solution quality with respect to these previous metrics. Extensive simulation results suggest that applications to VLSI global routing are promising.
Introduction
In this paper, we address a new minimum density objective for spanning and Steiner tree constructions in the Manhattan plane. Our work is motivated by the area minimization requirement inherent in the global routing phase of VLSI layout (the global routing phase entails construction of spanning or Steiner interconnection trees over prescribed point sets, or signal nets; see 19] for a survey). Traditionally, the minimum-area objective has been approximately captured by minimizing the total edgelength in the tree: since wires have a xed width and must be routed at a xed separation from each other, the total tree edgelength provides an obvious lower bound on the routing area that must be added to the layout. However, the grid-based structure of integrated circuit routing resources provides additional information for determining the impact of a given interconnection topology on the chip area. For the four-terminal signal net shown in Figure 1 , the interconnection tree of Figure 1 (a) forces at least three wires to cross the dashed line, meaning that the horizontal dimension of the chip must increase by enough to accommodate these three routing grids. ( We adopt \routing grid" as a generic term that is independent of layout methodology. The term encompasses, e.g., vertical feedthroughs or horizontal routing tracks in a channel 19].) In contrast, the tree of Figure 1 (b) forces the horizontal chip dimension to grow by only one routing grid (however, the vertical chip dimension will grow by two grids, as indicated by the horizontal dashed line). In view of manufacturing constraints on the maximum chip dimension, the most e ective layouts are generally those which are roughly square, and this suggests balancing the horizontal and vertical routing requirements induced by the interconnection tree. As a result, we formulate the Minimum Density Interconnection Tree problem as follows.
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A signal net N = fp 1 ; p 2 ; : : : ; p n g is a set of n points, or terminals, in the Manhattan plane. (Note that in discussing related formulations, we will occasionally nd it necessary to distinguish a single source terminal of the net, with the remaining terminals being sinks.) An interconnection tree of a net N , denoted T (N), is a tree which spans N . The cost of a tree edge is the Manhattan distance between its endpoints, and the cost of a routing tree is the sum of the costs of its edges. A line properly intersects an edge if and only if it intersects the edge at a single point which is not an endpoint of the edge.
De nition: The density of an interconnection tree is the maximum number of tree edges that can be properly intersected by a horizontal or vertical line in the plane (Figure 2 ).
De nition: For a given net N , the minimum density of N is the minimum density achievable by an interconnection tree T (N), and a minimum density interconnection tree is any T (N) that achieves this minimum density.
Minimum Density Interconnection Tree (MDIT) Problem: Given a net N , construct a minimum density interconnection tree T (N) which has minimum cost.
Our density criterion recalls the notion of trees with \low stabbing number", which are used in the computational geometry literature to speed up dynamic \ray shooting" queries 1] 7] 12] 13] 23]. However, our work di ers from these computational geometry results in several important respects. First, spanning trees with low stabbing number minimize the number of tree edges that can be intersected by a line of any orientation, while our MDIT formulation is concerned only with horizontal or vertical intersecting lines. While the low stabbing number formulation is more general, it is also much more di cult to solve: we achieve bounds that are tighter by a logarithmic factor, and our algorithms are considerably simpler as well as more e cient than those achievable through naive adaptation of previous constructions. Second, methods from the computational geometry literature do not bound the tree cost in addition to bounding the tree density; our methods minimize both parameters simultaneously, and are thus much more relevant to VLSI routing applications. Finally, we address the case when Steiner points are allowed, enabling considerably tighter bounds on both density and tree cost.
We also note an attractive feature of the MDIT heuristics presented below, namely, their \compatibility" with existing VLSI routing objectives. The three most prominent interconnection tree criteria in the current literature are all \performance-driven", i.e., they are aimed at improving the maximum speed at which a digital system may be clocked:
1. Minimizing the total cost of the interconnection tree corresponds to the well-studied minimum recti- We make note of these existing formulations because our proposed algorithms for minimum-density inter-connection trees a ord unique multiple optimizations wherein up to three competing objectives may be optimized simultaneously. As a result, the area minimization objective of minimum-density routing can be attained without sacri cing performance-driven criteria. In particular, the discussion below describes how tree cost, radius, and density can be simultaneously optimized; we also show how tree cost, skew and density can be simultaneously addressed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give two e cient heuristic constructions for minimum density interconnection trees, along with several simple variants. Section 3 establishes a number of performance bounds: we show that our methods have good performance in that on average they produce interconnection trees with both cost and density bounded by constant factors from their optima. Section 4 integrates the minimum density objective with current performance-driven objectives in order to achieve \triple optimizations", and Section 5 concludes with experimental results as well as several directions for future research.
Heuristics for Minimum Density Interconnection Trees
Without loss of generality, the following discussion will assume that all terminal coordinates lie inside the unit square (the input can always be scaled to meet this condition).
The COMB Construction for Spanning and Steiner Trees
Our rst basic algorithm sorts the terminals by increasing x-coordinate (ties are broken to favor the larger y-coordinate), and then partitions the terminals of net N into p n p 2 vertical strips, each containing p 2n terminals ( Figure 3a) . (Note that our discussion implicitly assumes use of the oor and ceiling functions as appropriate; this does not a ect any of our asymptotic results.) We then connect all the terminals of each strip into a path, in order of decreasing y coordinate (Figure 3b) . We complete the routing topology by connecting the terminals with lowest y coordinate in each strip, in order from left to right (Figure 3c ). This algorithm is described in Figure 4 . The complexity of this algorithm, which we call COMB, is clearly dominated by the partitioning/sorting step (Step 1 of Figure 4) , and is therefore O(n logn).
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If the introduction of Steiner points is allowed in constructing the interconnection tree, we can reduce the worst-case density as well as the worst-case cost of our construction via the following method: (i) partition the net N into p n p 2 vertical strips, each containing p 2n terminals ( Figure 5a) ; (ii) within each strip, connect the terminals in the strip to a central spine, i.e., a vertical line which passes through the median terminal of the strip when the terminals are sorted by x-coordinate ( Figure 5b) ; then (iii) join all the spines using segments of a single horizontal line (Figure 5c ). This variant, which we call COMB ST, is described in Figure  6 and has complexity O(n log n), again re ecting the complexity of the partitioning/sorting step.
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INSERT FIGURE 6 2.2 A Chain-Peeling Method A di erent, \chain-peeling" approach to density minimization iteratively computes and superposes chains or antichains (i.e., sets of terminals through which a staircase routing exists). More precisely, a chain is a sequence of terminals with coordinates that are monotone nondecreasing in both x and y; an antichain has coordinates monotone nondecreasing in x and monotone nonincreasing in y. According to Dilworth's theorem 11], every partially ordered set of size n must contain either a chain or an antichain of size at least p n.
Our chain-peeling method, which we call PEEL (Figure 7 ), e ciently detects a maximal chain or antichain and then removes it from the net; the process is iterated over the remaining terminals until the net has been covered. Each chain contributes at most 1 to the overall density, and the chains/antichains can be joined together into a tree (Step 7 of Figure 7 ) without increasing the density further (see Theorem 3.6 below).
The PEEL method is attractive because it escapes such pathological examples as that of Figure 8 , where COMB or COMB ST will yield density an unbounded factor greater than that of PEEL. We show in Section 3.1 that the time complexity of PEEL is O(n 3 2 log logn).
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Performance Bounds
Both the density and the total tree cost of our constructions are on average only small constant factors away from optimal.
Density Bounds
For a net N of n terminals, a lower bound of ( p n) can easily be established for the worst-case minimum density of the spanning tree T (N). Moreover, we can show ( p n) expected density for the minimum density interconnection tree over N . Proof: The probability of a given ball ending up in a given box B i is 1 n , and so the probability of the ball missing box B i is 1? 1 n . By the independence of the placements, the probability that all n balls miss box B i is (1? 1 n ) n . Therefore, as n increases, the probability that any given box remains empty is lim n!1
By linearity of expectation, it follows that a constant fraction 1 e of the n boxes are expected to remain empty, proving the lemma. Theorem 3.3 For n terminals chosen randomly from a uniform distribution in the unit square, the minimum density interconnection tree has expected density ( p n).
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Proof: Partition the unit square into n identical square cells, each of size Interestingly, the proof schema of Theorem 3.3 suggests a computational lower bound for individual instances of the MDIT problem, as follows. Given a net N , select integers i and j and partition the unit square into an i by j (not necessarily uniform) rectangular grid such that the greatest number P of the resulting i j rectangles contain terminals (see Figure 10 ). By the pigeonhole principle (recall the proof of , even for xed i and j (e.g., i = j = p n). Experimental data indicates that this simple computational lower bound can be useful for small net sizes; details are presented in Section 5.
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We now establish the density bounds for our heuristics. Proof: Since each strip contains no more than p 2n terminals, a vertical line passing through any strip cannot intersect more than p 2n tree edges. Since any given horizontal line cannot intersect more than two edges within a strip (one edge from Step 2 and one from Step 3 in Figure 4 ), the maximum horizontal density is 2 
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A density bound for the chain-peeling algorithm PEEL follows from the following two lemmas, namely, (i) at most O( p n) chains or antichains will be \peeled" during the construction, and (ii) these chains/antichains can be connected to form a single component which has density at most the number of chains/antichains. To complete the proof, we need to show the chains and antichains can be \joined" into a spanning tree without increasing density. This can be accomplished by extending each chain to the top-right corner of the unit square and each anti-chain to the top-left corner; this clearly will not increase total density beyond k (see Figure 11) . A simple case analysis shows that the set of chains can then be connected to the set of antichains with no further increase in density, yielding the overall density bound of 2 p n.
Note that when the chains and antichains are joined into a Steiner tree as described in the proof, the tree density will always be exactly the total number of chains and antichains since a horizontal line near the top of the square will cut all (extended) chains and antichains. Clearly, lower density constructions might be attainable; however, our experimental results of Section 5 use this simple \joining" construction for Step 7 of the PEEL algorithm.
A result of Hunt and Szymanski 15] shows that the maximum chain or antichain in a pointset can be computed in O(n loglog n) time. Since PEEL requires at most O( p n) iterations, its time complexity is bounded by O(n 3 2 log logn).
Cost Bounds
Probabilistic arguments show that on average, all of our algorithms will produce interconnection trees with low cost. Proof: In the COMB construction, the sum of the vertical components of the edges within each strip is bounded by 1 (the height of each strip is one unit). Thus, the sum of the vertical components of all routing tree edges introduced in Step 2 of Figure 4 to the tree cost. As in the proof of Theorem 3.7, if we pick an arbitrary pair of horizontal edges in each strip, one from either side of the spine, the total cost of these edges is 1, so the sum of horizontal edge components is at most Proof: According to Theorem 3.6, PEEL constructs at most 2 p n chains and antichains, which are extended and then joined to yield a Steiner tree over the net N . Each extended chain or antichain can have cost at most 2, yielding the desired bound. n. In any interconnection tree T (N), each terminal will have at least one incident tree edge, and this edge must cross the boundary of the cell. It is easy to show that the expected distance from a terminal to the nearest side of its containing cell is lower-bounded by some constant times the length of the side of the cell (in the Manhattan norm, this constant is 1 6 ). We therefore have an ( p n) bound on the expected total cost of the interconnection tree. Since our COMB algorithm always yields a spanning tree with cost O( p n), the minimum spanning tree cost for a set of n terminals uniformly distributed in the unit square is ( p n) on average.
From these results, we have: Corollary 3.11 For n terminals chosen randomly from a uniform distribution in the unit square, the algorithms COMB, COMB ST and PEEL all construct trees which on average have both density and cost bounded by constants times optimal.
As noted in Section 1, our notion of density is related to the computational geometry concept of \low stabbing number" which seeks spanning trees having few intersections with lines of any orientation 7] 12]. Welzl 23] has proved that there always exists a spanning tree with stabbing number O( p n), but his method is both complicated and less e cient (having greater than cubic time complexity). Edelsbrunner et al. 13] have shown that ( p n) is a lower bound for the stabbing number of a pointset; our Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 show that this lower bound holds even when only horizontal and vertical stabbing lines are allowed, and moreover establish an average case ( p n) density lower bound. The authors of 13] also give three spanning tree constructions with low stabbing number, trading o between space, stabbing number, and the use of randomization. These methods obtain bounds on stabbing number ranging from O(n However, this is not very useful for VLSI routing, where the goal is to nd a single tree with good density. In general, since the MDIT formulation restricts the orientation of the stabbing lines, our algorithms are more space-and time-e cient, and have better performance bounds. We are also able to address the case of low-density Steiner trees, while previous work on trees with low stabbing number could address only spanning constructions.
Triple Optimization
For practical VLSI routing applications, it is often desirable to minimize more than one objective function at once. However, this is di cult: it is unusual for even two competing measures to be treated e ectively (e.g., the simultaneous tree radius and tree cost minimization of 10]). In this section, we show that the minimum-density objective is \compatible" with existing performance-driven routing objectives, so that we may simultaneously address up to three separate routing tree measures.
Minimizing Skew, Density, and Total Wirelength
Recall from Section 1 that construction of an interconnection tree with minimum di erence among the various source-sink pathlengths captures both minimum-skew clock routing 3] and global routing with minmax timing constraints. The work of 17] gives a general interconnection scheme that achieves extremely small pathlength skews, while keeping the total wirelength on average within a constant factor of optimal, and always bounded by O( p n). This clock routing construction of 17], which we refer to as CLOCK, begins with a forest of n isolated terminals, each of which is considered to be a (trivial) tree. An optimal geometric matching on these n points yields n 2 segments, each of which de nes a tree with two nodes. A tree is rooted at its balance point, i.e., the point that minimizes the pathlength skew to the leaves of its two subtrees. Trees continue to be paired up by geometric matching of their roots, so that at each level of the construction, only half as many points are matched as in the previous level. Thus, after dlog ne matching iterations, a complete tree topology is obtained. Figure 12 formally details the CLOCK algorithm.
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In order to construct clock routing trees with low density, we construct a low-density geometric matching via the following variant of algorithm COMB: partition the net into p n p 2 strips of p 2n terminals each and connect the terminals of each strip from top to bottom as before (Figure 13a ). However, instead of connecting the bottom terminals of all strips, connect the terminals in a serpentine fashion, i.e., alternate between connecting the bottoms and tops of adjacent pairs of strips as shown in Figure 13b . Arguments similar to those in Section 3 show that this procedure (which we call COMB SERP) will connect all of the terminals in a single long path topology that has both total cost and overall density simultaneously bounded by O( p n) in the worst case.
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Taking only every other edge of the tour produced by COMB SERP will constitute a geometric matching (Figure 13c ) having both total cost and overall density simultaneously bounded by O( p n). We may iteratively use such matchings within the CLOCK algorithm of 17] to yield clock routing trees that simultaneously address three competing objectives: pathlength skew, total wirelength, and density. In particular, the latter two quantities are both bounded on average by constants times optimal, which follows from the fact that at each level of the tree construction, only half as many points are being matched as in the previous iteration. For example, the density of the resulting clock tree will be bounded by O( The time complexity of this construction is O(n logn) since it is dominated by the serpentine matching algorithm.
Minimizing Radius, Density, and Total Wirelength
In 10], a method was proposed to uniformly trade o total routing tree cost with tree radius (i.e., the longest source-sink pathlength in the tree), and simultaneously optimize both parameters to within constants times optimal in the worst case. This \bounded-radius, bounded-cost" (BRBC) construction 10] starts with a low-cost tour of the net terminals (e.g., a depth-rst tour of a minimum spanning tree), and then augments this tour by adding shortest paths to the source from certain regularly spaced locations along the this tour. The precise cost/radius tradeo obtained by BRBC depends on a user-speci ed parameter 0. The algorithm returns the shortest-paths tree over the resulting augmented graph. Figure 14 formally details the BRBC construction 10].
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We can combine the minimumdensity objective with with the cost/radius tradeo of the BRBC algorithm to obtain another \triple optimization". Speci cally, we may execute the BRBC algorithm with an initial tour L (Step 3 of Figure 14 ) that is based on, e.g., the spanning tree constructed by COMB SERP instead of the minimum spanning tree; recall from Section 4.1 that the COMB SERP output has total cost and density both bounded by O( , where R 2 is the distance from the source to the farthest sink. This can be seen as follows. The density of the combined COMB SERP / BRBC construction is bounded by the sum of p 2n (the density of the COMB SERP tree Q), plus the number of shortest paths to the source taken during the traversal of Q in the BRBC algorithm (since any shortest path is necessarily monotone, it cannot contribute more than 1 to the density). The latter quantity is determined by noting that the depth-rst tour of Q has length equal to twice the COMB tree cost 2 p 2n, and that BRBC adds shortest paths to the source at intervals of at least R along the traversal of Q. Thus, the density of the overall construction is given by lower bounds for expected cost and density, we see that this construction will on average yield cost, density, and radius within constant factors of their respective optimal values. Indeed, the radius is within a constant factor of optimal in the worst case as well.
Results and Conclusions
We have implemented the COMB SERP variant of the COMB algorithm (see Section 4.1), the COMB ST and the PEEL algorithms using ANSI C for both the Macintosh and Sun Sparc environments. The code is available from the rst-listed author upon request. Results are presented in Tables 1 and 2 . For each pointset cardinality, each algorithm was executed on 100 pointsets randomly chosen from a uniform distribution in the unit square. Table 1 reports the minimum, average, and maximum densities of the resulting interconnection trees. Note that for algorithm PEEL, we simply report the number of chains and antichains computed by the algorithm; this gives the spanning tree density when we use the simple joining method described in the proof of Theorem 3.6. The tree cost of PEEL will be somewhat higher than shown in Table 2 since we report the sum of chain/antichain costs, but not the extra edgelength needed to join the chains together.
The data indicates that the average density of the tree produced by the COMB SERP algorithm is on par with the density of the simple minimum spanning tree. However, the density of the minimum spanning tree has markedly higher variance, and in the worst case can be as large as (n). Thus, the COMB or COMB SERP constructions may have practical utility due to their predictable performance. The average density of the trees produced by the COMB ST algorithm is considerably better than the average density of the corresponding minimum spanning trees: for example, with signal nets of size 10, COMB ST yields trees with average density = 3:00, in contrast to average minimum spanning tree density = 3:82. For n = 10, this 21% decrease in average density is achieved with a corresponding 21% increase in the tree cost over the MST cost, shown in Table 2 . Note that there is essentially no variance in the density of the COMB ST output.
As discussed in Section 3, for a given net N , any partition of the unit square into an i by j rectangular grid, such that P of the resulting i j rectangles contain terminals of N (Figure 10) Table 1 : Tree density statistics for minimumspanning tree and for the three heuristic constructions. Averages are taken over 100 instances for each net size. The rightmost columns give the ratio of COMB ST density to the instance-wise computational lower bound of Section 3.1; for small net sizes in particular, the closeness of the COMB ST result to this simple lower bound is encouraging.
In conclusion, we have proposed a new spanning and Steiner tree formulation based on a minimumdensity criterion. We have also presented several e cient heuristics for constructing low-density routing trees. The average performance of all our algorithms has been shown to be within constant factors of optimal in terms of both tree cost and density. Our techniques can be used to unify the new density criterion with previous \performance-driven" interconnection objectives in order to achieve simultaneous optimization of up to three separate and competing interconnection tree measures. Extensive simulations indicate that our constructions are e ective in practice, and hold promise for balanced-resource routing applications in VLSI layout. It is still an open question whether there exists a polynomial-time algorithm that constructs a routing tree with both cost and density bounded by constants times optimal in the worst case. It is also unknown whether the MDIT problem is NP-complete. Recall that the chain-peeling method, PEEL, holds some promise in the sense that there exist examples where it outperforms COMB and COMB ST by a factor of ( p n) ( Figure  8) ; we conjecture that PEEL can be shown to yield worst-case density that is within a small constant factor of optimal. Indeed, we o er two closely related conjectures: (i) that the minimum density of a spanning tree over net N is at least the minimum of the number of chains or the number of antichains needed to cover N ; and (ii) the PEEL algorithm will use at most two times the minimum possible number of chains/antichains that cover N .
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(a) (b) Figure 1 : A four-terminal signal net for which the tree on the left increases the required layout dimension by three routing grids, while the tree on the right requires only two routing grids. 
